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Endpoint not responding to request I
have a quark c# app. I've got a WCF
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endpoint running on it, everything is
working fine, I have a web-service

client connecting to this and I can get
back data. The problem I have is that
when I change my code on a certain
function in the WCF app, the clients
webservice app will not respond. The

webservice is not responding to
requests. I have no code change in

the application as I have just
commented out the existing code
temporarily. I have modified the
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code once during which the client
had a problem with the WCF and
came back a day later. This was
resolved by going to the site and

running a repair. This seems to have
fixed everything. When the repair

did not work I tried to delete the app
pools and create a new one to see if
it would work. This did not work. Is
this usually the issue with missing
dlls? Please note that I am not in a

position to post the source code
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because it is on a customers site.
EDIT: I tried adding the service
reference from the web-service

client and it could still not connect. I
also tried to change the version of

the quark SDK and it did not work. I
also tried running the app under the
debugger and it did not connect. A:

At the time of answering the
question the problem was not the
service though after a repair the
webservice was still working but
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other functionality was not working.
The other functionality was working

once after I had run a repair. This
problem was not caused by missing
assemblies. Etoikos Etoikos (Greek:
Ethoi Kosmos; English:) is an artistic
magazine focused on Greek culture,

art, and culture. Its editor is
journalist John Markopoulos.

Etoikos was established in 1981. In
1991 the magazine changed
direction, becoming less of a
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publication for serious artists, and
became more of a 1cb139a0ed
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